
Graphical displays with Python and Pygame

 Game On
As its name implies, Pygame is a set of Python modules designed 

to write games. However, many Pygame modules are useful for 

any number of projects. We introduce you to a few Pygame 

modules that you can use to create custom graphical displays 

for your project. By Scott Sumner

classes to make your game programming a 
little easier.

Setting Up pygame
Most Pygame modules [1] have to be initial-
ized before you can use them. The pygame.
init() submodule can set up absolutely ev-
erything, but unless you’re actually using ev-
erything it is best to initialize modules indi-
vidually; otherwise, a lot of memory is 
wasted on unused components.

To initialize individual modules, just call 
their init() function directly. The display 
module is the primary pygame interface, so 
I’ll start with that:

pygame.display.init()

Once the display is initialized, you can create 
your graphics window:

screen = U

  pygame.display.set_mode( ( 1024, 768 ) )

Note that I assigned the result to the variable 
screen, which is how I’ll reference the dis-
play window for the rest of the program. If 
you want a full-screen window, add the argu-

ment pygame.FULLSCREEN after the window 
dimensions:

 screen = pygame.display.set_mode( U

    ( 1024, 768 ), U

    pygame.FULLSCREEN )

See the “Raspberry Pi 
Display” sidebar for 

Pygame modules load, scale, and 
display existing graphics in tradi-
tional bitmap formats. A Python/ 
Pygame script a dozen lines long 

will show an image from disk; or, with the 
draw module, you can create your own 
charts and graphs, annotate photos you’ve 
loaded, or overlay a camera image with cal-

culated information. 
In this article, I will 
look at pygame.dis-
play, pygame.rect, 

pygame.font, 
along 
with 
some 
typical 
Pyg-
ame 
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special instructions on setting up your Rasp 
Pi display.

Flipping the DiSplay
Pygame only updates the screen when asked, 
which allows drawing operations to happen 
in memory (a relatively fast operation) and 
only redraws the display (a slow operation) 
once the program is done drawing. With the 
command pygame.display.flip(), the con-
tents of the screen variable are drawn to the 
screen (see the “Glossary” sidebar). It’s good 
practice to do all of your drawing and then 
call flip() once you are finished. Although 
flip() will work with animation or on-screen 
movement, it can be very slow because you 
redraw the entire screen each time.

Pygame provides an alternative display re-
draw command called update(). On the sur-
face, update() is the same as flip() with one 
important difference: update() accepts a list 
of screen areas to redraw. Rather than re-
drawing the entire screen, it only updates the 
requested parts, which can create a dramatic 
speed increase! I’ve included an example 
class in which each method that might draw 
something returns where it drew updates.

pygame SUrFaceS
Surfaces are Pygame’s variables. You can cre-
ate a surface, draw to it, change its size and 
characteristics, and perhaps at some point 
draw it to the screen – but you don’t have to. 
Often, it can be easier to create a surface, 
perform drawing operations on it, and then 
draw the end result to the screen. 

In fact, the screen variable I created earlier 
is also a surface and shares all of its capabili-
ties. It has the special property that anything 
drawn to it will eventually show up in the 
graphics window. 

Rects represent subareas of a screen or sur-
face and are used throughout Pygame when-
ever a screen region needs to be referenced. 

Pygame also uses them to 
define a region for drawing 
functions or to select a 
smaller region of a surface 
to blit. For most functions 
that ask for a rect, you can 
also pass a four-part tuple. 
The first two parts are the 
(x, y) coordinates of the 
upper left corner of the re-
gion. The third and fourth 
parts are the width (extend-
ing to the right of x) and 
height (extending below y).

Show an image
In nine lines of actual code, Listing 1 shows a 
simple program that looks to the command 
line for an image file name, loads it, and dis-
plays it in an identically sized window. Then, 
it waits for the user to press Enter to exit. 
Here, I’ll look at the Pygame-specific infor-
mation. All line numbers refer to Listing 1.

As I discussed above, line 4 initializes the 
display. Because my script’s entire purpose 
in life is to show a single image, I next load 
an external file with the pygame.image module 
(line 6). Its load method takes the file name 
provided at the command line and loads that 
file. imgSurf is then a Pygame surface with all 
of the rights and privileges therein.

In line 7, I create a Pygame window the 
same size as imgSurf by calling set_mode. img-
Surf.get_size() returns a tuple with the 
width and height of imgSurf.

*  Surface: Something that rep-
resents graphical information.

*  Screen: The surface you see.

*  Blit: Copy one surface onto an-
other.

Glossary

Setting up a Pygame display on a Raspberry Pi 
can be a little different from other environ-
ments. If you are running inside the X Window 
system (i.e., you entered startx on the com-
mand line or chose Start desktop on boot? in 
raspi-config), then carry on as usual; you can 
safely disregard these instructions.

However, if you are running straight from a 
command line without X windows, you need 
to check your console resolution. To do this, 
look in the /boot/config.txt file for framebuf-
fer_width and framebuffer_height. By removing 
the # at the beginning of the line (if present), 
whatever values you enter define the console 
resolution once you reboot.

In your Python/ Pygame program, if your reso-
lution matches the 1024x768 settings used in 
the code above, you have full-screen resolu-
tion. If your settings are smaller, the display is 
padded with black borders. In most cases, you 
also need to sudo python to access the frame-
buffer.

raspberry pi Display

01  import pygame

02  import sys

03

 04  pygame.display.init()

05

 06  imgSurf = pygame.image.load ( sys.argv [ 1 ] )

07  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( imgSurf.get_size() )

08  screen.blit ( imgSurf, ( 0, 0 ) )

09  pygame.display.flip()

10

 11  raw_input()

12  pygame.quit()

listinG 1: simpleImage.py
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So far, just about everything has happened 
in memory. Although set_mode in line 7 
makes a window appear, it remains blank 
until the display is flipped. Line 9, with pyg-
ame.display.flip(), does the job, and the 
image is displayed. The raw_input() com-
mand (line 11) waits for the user to finish 
viewing the picture, and line 12 shuts down 
Pygame. Now I have a simple image viewer 
script, which I can add to my shell scripts to 
view photos, show graphs, or display those 

reports my logging ana-
lyzer generates. The 
command

python simpleImage.py U

       network.png

creates the window 
shown in Figure 1.

Direct 
execUtion
Once a script is finished, 
it is often ideal to call it 
directly by name without 
also having to call Py-
thon. To do this, I add 
the location of the file’s 
interpreter to the top of 
my script. To illustrate, 
I’ll work with a file called 
viewer.py. (This process 
works for any text-based 
script, so I’m just using 
viewer.py as an example 
file name, without pro-
viding a listing.)

Step 1. Find where Py-
thon lives. Enter whereis 
python in a terminal. 
whereis says to Linux, 
“show me where you go 
when I enter the com-
mand … .” In my case, 
it’s /usr/python.

Step 2. Add the full 
path to the top of the 
script. Edit viewer.py and 
add the path from step 1 
as the first line, starting 
with #! (pronounced 
“shebang,” “hashbang,” 
or “pound-bang”):

#! /usr/python

Usually, I add a blank 
line afterward, but it’s 

One of the most common surface opera-
tions is blitting, or copying one surface onto 
another. Line 8 shows the basic syntax, 
which calls blit on the destination surface. 
The first argument is the surface to copy – in 
my case, the image I loaded in line 6. The 
second argument is where to put the surface 
on the destination, provided as an (x, y) 
tuple. An optional third argument (not used 
here) is a rect specifying what portion of the 
surface to copy.

Figure 1: The simpleImage.py 

program creates a graphics window 

and displays network.png [2].

01  import pygame

02  

03  class imageHandler:

04    def __init__ ( self ):

05      self.pics = dict()

06  

07    def loadFromFile ( self, filename, id=None ):

08      if id == None: id = filename

09      self.pics [ id ] = pygame.image.load ( filename ).convert()

10  

11    def loadFromSurface ( self, surface, id ):

12      self.pics [ id ] = surface.convert()

13  

14    def render ( self, surface, id, position = None, clear = False, size = None ):

15      if clear == True:

16        surface.fill ( ( 0, 0, 0 ) )

17  

18      if position == None:

19        picX = int ( surface.get_width() / 2 ‑ self.pics [ id ].get_width() / 2 )

20        picY = int ( surface.get_height() / 2 ‑ self.pics [ id ].get_height() / 2 )

21      else:

22        picX = position [ 0 ]

23        picY = position [ 1 ]

24  

25      if size == None:

26        surface.blit ( self.pics [ id ], ( picX, picY ) )

27      else:

28        surface.blit ( pygame.transform.smoothscale ( self.pics [ id ], size ), ( picX, picY ) )

29  

30  pygame.display.init()

31  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 640, 480 ) )

32  

33  handler = imageHandler()

34  handler.loadFromFile ( "images/network.png", "net" )

35  handler.loadFromFile ( "images/laptop.png", "laptop" )

36  handler.loadFromFile ( "images/presentation.png", "ppt" )

37  

38  handler.render ( screen, "net", ( 0, 0 ), True, ( 100, 100 ) )

39  handler.render ( screen, "laptop", None, False )

40  handler.render ( screen, "ppt", ( 200, 200 ), None )

41  

42  handler.loadFromSurface ( screen, "screenshot" )

43  

44  pygame.display.flip()

45  

46  raw_input()

47  pygame.quit()

listinG 2: imageClass.py
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not strictly required. Linux will find this line 
and call the interpreter automatically.

Step 3. Make the script executable. Text 
files are usually not marked executable when 
they are created, so I have to set the execut-
able bit with chmod,

chmod +x viewer.py

for Linux to accept my script as executable.
Step 4. Remove the file extension. Now 

that my file is executable, I rename viewer.py 
to viewer,

mv viewer.py viewer

so I don’t have to type the full file name with 
extension every time.

image management claSS
Listing 2 is an image management class that 
uses Pygame to provide some shortcuts 
when you need to show multiple images. It 
includes example usage of each method at 
the end of the listing as a working script.

This class is written to handle the loading 
of multiple image files and reference them by 
a unique ID. The render function draws an 
image onto the provided surface. The image-
Handler class uses three functions:
•	 loadFromFile needs a file name and an op-

tional ID as arguments. If an ID is not pro-
vided, it defaults to the full file name, in-
cluding extension. This method is called 
once for each image to be loaded.

•	 loadFromSurface accepts an existing Pyg-
ame surface as the first argument. The sec-
ond argument, the ID to be assigned, is re-
quired because it has no file name to act as 
a default.

•	 render is where the majority of the work 
takes place. The two required arguments 
are a Pygame surface and an ID. The sur-
face is what to draw on, and the ID identi-
fies the image you want to draw. In the ab-
sence of any other arguments, the class 
draws the picture specified by id in the 
center of the provided surface. Optionally, 
I can specify position, clear, and size. The 
position argument accepts a tuple and 
places the image origin (upper left corner) 
at the provided coordinates. The clear ar-
gument accepts True or False: If True, the 
destination surface is filled with black be-
fore the image is rendered. A size provided 
as a (width, height) tuple defines the 
image size.

Usage examples start on line 30, where I ini-
tialize the display and create a 640x480-pixel 

window. Line 33 creates an instance of the 
class, then I call loadFromFile as many times 
as I need to get the image files I want. Figure 
2 shows the results of the provided example 
code.

Starting at line 38, I call render to retrieve 
my stored im-
ages. In this ex-
ample, I’m pro-
viding the screen 
surface directly 
so I can display 
images in my 
window. I could 
just as easily cre-
ate a new sur-
face and render 
images to it, per-
haps for a grid of 
pictures or a 
photo collage.

Line 42 pro-
vides a glimpse 
of the flexibility 
of Pygame. Be-

Figure 3: drawFunctions/ rect.py.

Figure 4: drawFunctions/ polygon.py import pygame

import pygame

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

pygame.draw.rect ( U

  shape, ( 0, 250, 0 ), U

  ( 100, 100, 300, 300 ), 5 )

pygame.image.save ( U

  shape, "rect.tga" )

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

points = list()

points.append ( ( 250, 100 ) )

points.append ( ( 400, 250 ) )

points.append ( ( 250, 400 ) )

points.append ( ( 100, 250 ) )

pygame.draw.polygon ( U

  shape, ( 0, 250, 0 ), points, 5 )

pygame.image.save ( U

  shape, "polygon.tga" )

Figure 2: Output of the imageClass.py example. Images are laptop.

png [3], presentation.png [4], and network.png [2].
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created. The remainder of the program is 
identical to the simple image viewer, flip-
ping the display, waiting for user input, and 
exiting. 

Lines 9 and 12 add one new function call, 
convert(). When pygame.image.load com-
pletes, it returns a Pygame surface – the 
image I just asked for. The convert() function 
changes the surface to match the format of 
the display window at a pixel level. Without 
this call, the surface would be converted “on 
the fly” during the blitting process. This 
slows down blitting (and thus your frame 
rate) significantly. 

If you’re just showing a few images, then 
this slowdown likely won’t be noticed. For 
animation or when presenting a sequence of 
images, though, convert() is essential.

pygame Draw moDUle
Up to this point, I’ve been using pre-existing 
images loaded from disk. Now I’ll look at 
Pygame’s draw module, which provides ca-
pabilities for lines and simple shapes. All of 
the draw methods have three common argu-
ments. The first two, Surface and color, are 
the Pygame surface to draw onto and the 
color to use while drawing. The last argu-
ment is always width, or the number of pixels 
across each line. If width is 0, the shape is 
filled. 

The six examples in Figures 3-8 illustrate 
the primary drawing functions and their as-
sociated code. The pictures were generated 
with pygame.image.save.

more Drawing FUnctionS
The draw module has three other functions, 
all related to drawing lines. The lines func-
tion accepts a Python list of coordinates and 
draws a line between each list entry. Unlike 
polygon, the figure is not closed automati-
cally. The closed argument can be True or 
False and responds appropriately.

The remaining two functions, aaline and 
aalines work like their traditional cousins. 
The width of either aaline function is always 
one pixel plus the surrounding anti-aliasing. 
Instead of the width argument, the last argu-
ment is blending and can be True or False. If 
blending is True, the function will blend un-
derlying pixels rather than overwrite them.

Listing 3 shows how to use Pygame to cre-
ate a classic optical illusion (Figure 9). Al-
though I’m drawing straight lines, I get a 
curve! To see the effect develop, uncomment 
lines 13 and 14 (by removing the pound 
sign), so the screen will refresh after each set 
of lines drawn. You can adjust time.sleep on 

cause screen is a surface, I can provide it to 
my handler class to load a new image and 
essentially capture a screenshot of what I’ve 

Figure 5: drawFunctions/ circle.py import pygame

Figure 6: drawFunctions/ ellipse.py import pygame

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

pygame.draw.circle ( shape, U

  ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( 250, 250 ), U

  200, 5 )

pygame.image.save (U

   shape, "circle.tga" )

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

pygame.draw.ellipse ( shape, U

  ( 0, 250, 0 ), U

  ( 100, 200, 300, 100 ), 5 )

pygame.image.save ( U

  shape, "ellipse.tga" )

01  import pygame

02  import time

03  

04  size = 600

05  pygame.display.init()

06  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( size, size ) )

07  

08  for i in range ( 0, size, 25 ):

09    pygame.draw.line ( screen, ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( 0, i ), ( i, size ), 1 )

10    pygame.draw.line ( screen, ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( i, 0 ), ( size, i ), 1 )

11    pygame.draw.line ( screen, ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( size ‑ i, 0 ), ( 0, i ), 1 )

12    py game.draw.line  
( screen, ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( i, size ), ( size, size ‑ i ), 1 )

13    #time.sleep ( .5 )

14    #pygame.display.flip()

15  pygame.display.flip()

16  

17  raw_input()

18  pygame.quit()

listinG 3: lineCurve.py
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line 13 to change the delay between re-
freshes.

reFreShing SectionS oF 
the Screen
Refreshing the entire screen takes a long 
time, especially on low-power platforms, but 
that’s not to say you should never use flip(). 
If I set up a full-screen background or subdi-
vide my entire window with lines, I can call 
flip() at the end of my setup routine. After 
that, I get the best performance by refreshing 
only the areas that have changed.

The Python and Pygame class in Listing 4 
draws a checkers board. Each member func-
tion keeps track of screen areas that it up-
dated. To use the class, add (x, y) tuples to 
the lists blackCheckers, redCheckers, and 
clearList using append. The board origin is 
(0, 0) in the upper left corner (Figure 10).

When you call checkers.update(), it first 
clears all of the squares in clearList by re-
drawing the original board color, then it 
draws the checkers in each checker list. The 
draw functions return a rect if the screen 
was affected by the call. These are added to 
refreshList. After all the internal drawing 
functions have been called, checkers.up-
date() passes refreshList to pygame.update(). 
Each rect in refreshList is updated on the 
screen. The checkers example is somewhat 
simplistic, but it shows the concept of track-
ing screen updates. In larger programs, you 
might have many drawing functions that 
need to update the screen. In this case, an 
update function can call things in the proper 
order and refresh the screen once at the end.

graphing
The lineGraph.py program (Listing 5) has a 
graph class that draws a scale, grid, align-

ment marks, labels, and line graph, primarily 
using drawing functions discussed previ-
ously. It also initializes the font module to 
draw labels. A dataFile class reads the data 
to be plotted from a text file. Some values in 
the program are hard coded, but it could eas-
ily be converted into a full graphing module.

The __init__ () function in line 4 takes the 
screen variable as an argument and then 
does all of the drawing internally. The rest of 
the variables in init are either retrieved or 
calculated from the screen variable; init fin-
ishes by initializing the font module. pygame.
font.SysFont ( "", 20 ) retrieves the default 
system font. The 20 requests that the font be 
rendered 20 pixels tall. 

If you have a TTF font you want to use, 
you can load it with pygame.font.Font. Its ar-
guments are the same as SysFont, except the 
first argument is the TTF file to load.

yet more Drawing 
FUnctionS
The drawAxes, drawHorizontalHash, drawVerti-
calHash, and drawGrid functions (lines 16-31) 

Figure 7: drawFunctions/ arc.py

Figure 8: drawFunctions/ line.py import pygame

import pygame

import math

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

pygame.draw.arc ( shape, U

  ( 0, 250, 0 ), U

  ( 100, 200, 300, 100 ), U

  0, math.radians ( 270 ), 5 )

pygame.image.save ( U

  shape, "arc.tga" )

shape = pygame.surface.Surface ( U

  ( 500, 500 ) )

pygame.draw.line ( shape, U

  ( 0, 250, 0 ), ( 100, 100 ), U

  ( 400, 400 ), 5 )

pygame.image.save ( U

  shape, "line.tga" )

Figure 9: The result of lineCurve.py. Are the lines 

curved or straight?
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you have a surface, it behaves just like all of 
the others you’ve seen so far.

graphline
graphLine takes four arguments, a list of data 
to graph, a corresponding list of labels for 
each data point, and the start and end index 
to graph. First, all of the graphing locations 
are calculated relative to the screen size 
(lines 43 and 44). Next, the internal function 
walkValues returns evenly spaced values 
across the entire list. For each value re-
turned, it checks whether the value is lower 
or higher than the extents seen so far and up-
dates the min and max values if necessary. 
Then, it appends the value to the internal list 
of points to graph (lines 45-49).

use pygame.draw.line to set up the basic 
graph framework. 

By passing the line function the same co-
ordinates for both start and finish, a single 
pixel dot is rendered. Note that I also could 
have used pygame.draw.circle to change the 
size of the grid markers.

DrawScale
In lines 33-37, the drawScale function draws 
evenly spaced values up the left side of the 
graph window. Of note here is the self.la-
belFont.render function, of which self.la-
belFont was previously defined in the init 
function. 

The render function of a font will create a 
Pygame surface with the provided text. Once 

01  import pygame

02  

03  class checkers:

04    def __init__ ( self, screen ):

05     self.board = list()

06     self.blackCheckers = list()

07     self.redCheckers = list()

08     self.clearList = list()

09     self.refreshList = list()

10  

11     blackRow = list()

12     redRow = list()

13  

14     self.screen = screen

15  

16     for i in range ( 4 ):

17       blackRow.append ( ( 128, 0, 0 ) )

18       blackRow.append ( ( 10, 10, 10 ) )

19  

20       redRow.append ( ( 10, 10, 10 ) )

21       redRow.append ( ( 128, 0, 0 ) )

22  

23     for i in range ( 4 ):

24       self.board.append ( blackRow )

25       self.board.append ( redRow )

26  

27    def drawBoard ( self ):

28     x = 0

29     y = 0

30  

31     for row in self.board:

32       for square in row:

33        pygame.draw.rect (  self.screen, square,  
( x * 50, y * 50, 50, 50 ), 0 )

34       x += 1

35       x = 0

36       y += 1

37  

38     pygame.display.flip()

39  

40    def drawCheckers ( self ):

41     for address in self.blackCheckers:

42       refreshRect =  pygame.draw.circle ( self.screen,  
( 0, 0, 0 ), ( address [ 0 ] * 50 + 
25, address [ 1 ] * 50 + 25 ), 20, 0 )

43       self.refreshList.append ( refreshRect )

44     for address in self.redCheckers:

45       refreshRect =  pygame.draw.circle ( self.screen,  
( 200, 0, 0 ), ( address [ 0 ] * 50 + 
25, address [ 1 ] * 50 + 25 ), 20, 0 )

46       self.refreshList.append ( refreshRect )

47  

48    def clearSpace ( self ):

49     for address in self.clearList:

50       refresh Rect = pygame.draw.rect (  
self.screen, self.board [ address [ 0 ] ]  
[ address [ 1 ] ], ( address [ 0 ] * 50, 
address [ 1 ] * 50, 50, 50 ), 0 )

51       self.refreshList.append ( refreshRect )

52  

53    def update ( self ):

54     self.clearSpace()

55     self.drawCheckers()

56     pygame.display.update ( self.refreshList )

57     self.refreshList = list()

58  

59  pygame.display.init()

60  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 640, 480 ) )

61  

62  game = checkers ( screen )

63  

64  game.drawBoard()

65  game.redCheckers.append ( ( 3, 0 ) )

66  game.blackCheckers.append ( ( 4, 2 ) )

67  game.clearList.append ( ( 3, 0 ) )

68  game.clearList.append ( ( 5, 0 ) )

69  game.update()

70  

71  raw_input()

72  pygame.quit()

listinG 4: checkers/ checkers.py
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you initialize the class, you can use the load-
File function to read the file, providing the 
file name and the character used as a separa-
tor. Next, it loads all of the columns, each 
into its own list. After that, minor data pro-
cessing is performed to remove end-of-line 
characters.

Once the file is loaded getColumn retrieves 
the requested column. Optionally, you can 
provide a data type to return, if you don’t 
want the default string. No checking is per-
formed to see whether the value can actually 
be returned in the type requested.

The debug function printTable prints the 
first 25 rows of the data table to the terminal, 
although it could be modified to display the 
graphed data instead. Starting at line 119, all 
of the classes are initialized, and functions 
are called to generate the graph shown in 
Figure 11. 

Lines 119 and 120 create the dataFile class 
and loads in the data. Lines 122 and 123 are 
the Pygame initialization that I’ve used in 
the other examples. Line 125 initializes the 
graph class and provides the screen variable, 
and chart.setupGraph() on line 126 draws the 
graph framework (axes, grid, etc.).

I’m using data from a temperature and hu-
midity logger at my office. The file it exports 
has the date in one column and the time in a 
second column. Two more columns include 
the temperature and humidity. 

Lines 128-132 combine the two columns 
into a single string by using the getColumn 
function of the dataFile class. Then, each 
label is added to a labels list. Line 134 draws 
the chart across the entire range of 8,000 
data points. 

The graphLine function also creates mini-
mum and maximum 
data values. Once that 
is complete, line 135 
can use the extents to 
calculate and draw the 
scale on the graph. 
When I flip the display 
(line 136), the graph 
displays!

conclUSion
In this article, I have 
explored most of the 
drawing and image 
functions of Pygame. 
Each example was 
written specifically to 
emphasize the graphi-
cal aspects being dis-
cussed. In working 

walkValues is a Python generator, similar to 
range. In fact, it uses range to get the values 
once it’s calculated the appropriate space be-
tween each element. By using yield (lines 
72, 73) it becomes a generator that can feed 
a for loop directly.

When you call a generator, it actually re-
turns a Python object. Each call to the object 
returns the next calculated value, indicated 
by yield, then execution stops. The process 
repeats on each call to the object. When the 
last value has been yielded, the generator is 
considered empty.

walkValues accepts a start and end index, 
and the number of values to return within 
that range. This function returns the equally 
spaced values. After the loop, the last item is 
yielded, so the range always includes the 
start and end values provided at the initial 
call. The loop in lines 55-59 creates the line 
coordinates graphed on the screen and the 
label for each data point. Line 58 uses the 
transform module to rotate the label 45 de-
grees. rotate returns a surface padded to the 
appropriate size to accommodate the rota-
tion. The label is blitted to the screen each 
time through the loop. Line 60 uses pygame.
draw.lines to draw the line graph.

SetUpgraph
setupGraph calls all of the functions that don’t 
rely on the scale of the data. The axes, 
hashes, and grid are spaced on the basis of 
hard-coded values that could be converted to 
a class variable for more flexibility.

the DataFile claSS
I wrote the dataFile class to help deal with 
comma-separated numeric text files. Once 

Figure 10: The checkerboard and a few checkers. Append more coordinates to 

the black and red checkers lists to draw additional checkers.
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001  import pygame

002  

003  class graph:

004    def __init__ ( self, screen ):

005     self.screen = screen

006     self.width = screen.get_width()

007     self.height = screen.get_height()

008     self.graphOriginY = int ( float ( self.height ) * .8 )

009     self.graphOriginX = ( self.height ‑ self.graphOriginY )

010     self.labelColor = ( 0, 200, 0 )

011  

012     pygame.font.init()

013     self.labelFont = pygame.font.SysFont ( "", 20 )

014  

015  

016    def drawAxes ( self ):

017     pygame.draw.line ( self.screen, self.labelColor, ( 
self.graphOriginX, self.graphOriginY ), ( self.
graphOriginX, 0 ) )

018     py game.draw.line ( self.screen, self.labelColor,  
( self.graphOriginX, self.graphOriginY ),  
( self.width, self.graphOriginY ) )

019  

020    def drawHorizontalHash ( self ):

021     for i in range ( self.graphOriginX, self.width, 25 ):

022       py game.draw.line ( self.screen, self.labelColor,  
( i, self.graphOriginY ‑ 5 ),  
( i, self.graphOriginY + 5 ) )

023  

024    def drawVerticalHash ( self ):

025     for i in range ( self.graphOriginY, 0, ‑25 ):

026       py game.draw.line ( self.screen, self.labelColor,  
( self.graphOriginX ‑ 5, i ),  
( self.graphOriginX + 5, i ) )

027  

028    def drawGrid ( self ):

029     for x in range (  self.graphOriginX + 50,  
self.width, 50 ):

030       for y in range ( self.graphOriginY, 0, ‑50 ):

031        pygame.draw.line (  self.screen, self.labelColor,  
( x, y ), ( x, y ) )

032  

033    def drawScale ( self ):

034     for i in range ( self.graphOriginY, 0, ‑50 ):

035       va lue = float ( i ) / float ( self.graphOriginY ) * 
( self.dataMax ‑ self.dataMin ) + self.dataMin

036       la belSurf = self.labelFont.render ( "{:5.2f}".
format ( value ), True, self.labelColor )

037       se lf.screen.blit ( labelSurf,  
(  self.graphOriginX ‑ labelSurf.get_width() ‑ 10, 
self.graphOriginY ‑ i ) )

038  

039    def graphLine ( self, data, labels, start, end ):

040     myData = list()

041     dataMin = None

042     dataMax = None

043     graphWidth = self.width ‑ self.graphOriginX

044     dataWidth = int ( graphWidth / 25 )

045     fo r dataPoint in self.walkValues (  
start, end, dataWidth ):

046       value = float ( data [ dataPoint ] )

047       if  value < dataMin or dataMin ==  
None: dataMin = value

048       if  value > dataMax or dataMax ==  
None: dataMax = value

049       myData.append ( value )

050     sc ale =  
float ( self.graphOriginY ) / ( dataMax ‑ dataMin )

051     self.dataMin = dataMin

052     self.dataMax = dataMax

053  

054     points = list()

055     for index, pointVal in enumerate ( myData ):

056       po ints.append ( ( index * 25 + self.graphOriginX, 
self.graphOriginY ‑ int (  
float ( pointVal ‑ dataMin ) * scale ) ) )

057       la belSurf = self.labelFont.render (  
labels [ index ], True, self.labelColor )

058       la belSurf =  
pygame.transform.rotate ( labelSurf, 45 )

059       se lf.screen.blit ( labelSurf, ( index * 25 +  
self.graphOriginX ‑ labelSurf.get_width() + 5, 
self.graphOriginY + 5 ) )

060     py game.draw.lines ( self.screen, ( 250, 0, 0 ), 
False, points )

061  

062    def setupGraph ( self ):

063     self.drawAxes()

064     self.drawHorizontalHash()

065     self.drawVerticalHash()

066     self.drawGrid()

067  

068    def walkValues ( self, start, end, size ):

069     listSize = end ‑ start

070     sampleSpacing = int ( listSize / size )

071     fo r i in range (  
start, end ‑ sampleSpacing, sampleSpacing ):

072       yield i

073     yield end ‑ 1

074  

075  

076  

077  class dataFile:

078    columns = list()

079  

080    def __init__ ( self ):

081     pass

082  

083    def loadFile ( self, fileName, separator ):

084     dataFile = file ( fileName, "r" )

085     firstTime = True

086     for line in dataFile.readlines():

087       lineParts = line.split ( separator )

088       if firstTime == True:

089        for index, cell in enumerate ( lineParts ):

listinG 5: lineGraph.py
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help get you started creating your own 
graphical displays. 

Additionally, because Python and Pygame 
are available on all of the major platforms, 
anything you develop is portable, whether 
you develop in Python, or create a stand-
alone shell script to cover your needs. 

Have fun, and start designing your graphi-
cal world!  ● ● ●

with these examples, you might find that 
writing a game of checkers, for example, ac-
tually works better with a different program 
flow. 

I hope that the examples I have shown 
here have provided you with a starting point 
for your own programs, so you can explore 
and determine the best flow for your specific 
application. The examples given here should 

090          self.columns.append ( list() )

091          se lf.columns [ index ].append (  

cell.strip ( "\r\n" ) )

092        firstTime = False

093       else:

094        for index, cell in enumerate ( lineParts ):

095          se lf.columns [ index ].append (  

cell.strip ( "\r\n" ) )

096  

097    def getColumn ( self, column, columnType = None ):

098     if columnType == None:

099       return self.columns [ column ]

100     elif columnType == "INT":

101       output = list()

102       for value in self.columns [ column ]:

103        output.append ( int ( value ) )

104       return output

105     elif columnType == "FLOAT":

106       output = list()

107       for value in self.columns [ column ]:

108        output.append ( float ( value ) )

109       return output

110  

111    def printTable ( self ):

112     columnIndex = 0

113     for i in range ( 25 ):

114       text = ""

115       for column in self.columns:

116        text += column [ i ] + "\t"

117       print text

118  

119  df = dataFile()

120  df.loadFile ( "tempdata.csv", "," )

121  

122  pygame.display.init()

123  screen = pygame.display.set_mode ( ( 1024, 600 ) )

124  

125  chart = graph ( screen )

126  chart.setupGraph()

127  

128  labels = list()

129  dates = df.getColumn ( 1 )

130  times = df.getColumn ( 2 )

131  for i in range ( len ( dates ) ):

132    labels.append ( dates [ i ] + " " + times [ i ] )

133  

134  chart.graphLine ( df.getColumn ( 3 ), labels, 0, 8000 )

135  chart.drawScale()

136  pygame.display.flip()

137  

138  raw_input()

139  pygame.quit()

listinG 5: lineGraph.py (continued)

[1]  Pygame: http://  www. 
 pygame.  org/  news.  html

[2]  Image courtesy of ddpa-
vumba/ FreeDigitalPhotos.net

[3]  Image courtesy of jan-
noon028/ FreeDigitalPhotos.
net

[4]  Image courtesy of Stuart 
Miles/ FreeDigitalPhotos.net
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Figure 11: The line graph from lineGraph.py.
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